Analytical and experimental investigations have been carried out upon the behaviour of flux in laminations, where the rolling directions of adjacent sheets are reversed. The paper clarifies the mechanism of the greatly different magnetic characteristics between such laminations and usual ones, where the rolling directions of adjacent sheets are coincident.
INTRODUCTION
At the T-joint of a so-called scrap-less-type three-phase transformer core, laminations are alternatively turned over so that the angle between the rolling directions of overlapping sheets may become 90". The magnetic characteristics of such laminations are greatly different from those of usual laminations, where the rolling directions of adjacent sheets are coincident [ll, [21. Some measurements of flux have been carried out in order to obtain a . fuller understanding of the effect of the stacking method of laminations [31-[51. If localized flux distributions are obtained, the mechanism of the different magnetic characteristics in these laminations should be explained clearly.
The flux distribution in laminations, where the rolling directions are reversed, is calculated using a new approximation method to solve three-dimensional magnetic fields [6J. Using a single sheet tester [7] , the experimental investigations have also been carried out on the effects of stacking, cut angle and the flux density. The paper clarifies the mechanism of the greatly different magnetic characteristics.
ANALYSIS

Model
For simplicity, laminations stacked as shown in The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Okayama University, Okayama 700, Japan. mixed regions rolling directions F i g . 2 T h r e e -p h a s e transformer core.
Method of Analysis
The magnetic characteristics of the " / / " stacking shown in Fig.  1 (a) were analyzed using the two-dimensional finite element method [81. AS the flux distribution in the lamination shown in Fig. l(b) is nonuniform in the z-direction, three-dimensional analysis is required. If it is possible to analyze this three-dimensional field approximately by modifying the two-dimensional finite element method, both the computer storage and the computing time can be reduced considerably.
The "new approximation method [ 6 1 " developed by the authors is used in the analysis of the "X" stacking.
In this approximation method, the flux distribution in each lamination is calculated from vector potentials {A} as well as distribution ratios p X 1 and F~~ defined later [61. It is assumed that the z-directional magnetic resistance is negligibly small. X-and y-directional components of flux densities, i.e. Bxl, B y l r B X Z and B y Z , in the first and the second sheets in Fig. 3 are denoted by
where, @x and @ y are x-and y-directional components of the total flux of the two sheets. "t" is the effective thickness of one sheet in the =-direction. Fxl and Fy, are the ratios of the x-and y-directional components of the flux in the first sheet to 4x and oy respectively. The flux distribution in each lamination is calculated from the following equations:
mere, A i is the vector potential at a node i. sheet.
X 1 and X P are the energies in the first and the second sheets. Figure 4 shows the single sheet tester used in the experiment [71. As this tester has two yokes, the magnetic characteristics of the laminations stacked with two sheets having different cut angles can be investigated. The iron loss was measured using B and H coils [91. The H coils are set at the upper and lower sides of the two sheets as shown. in Fig. 4 . The length of the H coil is 2/3 of that of the exciting coil. The B coil is set between the exciting coil and the H coil, and its length is exactly the same as that of the H coil. The interlaminar gap length Tg was adjusted by inserting a sheet made of phenol resin. Figure 5 shows the effects of the stacking, the cut angle 8 shown in Fig. 1 , and the maximum flux density Bm, on the iron Loss W.
Method of Experiment
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
These curves were obtained by using the single sheet tester shown in where, cp is the angle between vectors B 1 (or ~2 ) and Bm as shown in Fig. 8 . When Em is small, the angle cp is nearly the same as 9. According to Eq. (9), B1 or B~ is nearly equal to\TZBm in the case of Fig. 7 . When Bm is increased, cp becomes smaller than 9.
Because the magnetic resistance in the cp direction is smaller than that in the e directio-due to the magnetic saturation in this 9 direction.
. Fig. 7 , the flux deviates from the rolling direction lhen Emll.2(T). Although, Eq. (9) means that B1 Oi B~ reaches infinity when c3 approaches goo, B1 or B2 cannot be increased so much because of the magnetic saturation. From this reason, B1 (or E2) approaches a saturated value, and finally reaches Bm when 9=90". The iron loss characteristics in Fig. 5 can be explained from the above-mentioned facts. 
CONCLUSIONS
The uniqueness of magnetic characteristics of laminations, where the rolling directions in adjacent sheets are reversed, is explained by investigating the behaviour of flux in such laminations analytically and experimentally.
The knowledge of the detailed behaviour of the flux obtained in this paper should give useful suggestions to reduce the iron loss in the T-joints of transformer cores.
The behaviour of flux in laminations with various cut angle will be reported later.
